Atrial Tachycardia With Atrial Activation Duration Exceeding the Tachycardia Cycle Length: Mechanisms and Prevalence.
This study sought to identify atrial tachycardia (AT) demonstrating atrial activation duration (AAD) lasting longer than the length of the tachycardia cycle (TCL); to assess AT prevalence; and to evaluate the mechanisms and characteristics associated with these AT episodes by using the Rhythmia system (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, Massachusetts). Ultra-high-density mapping allows very accurate characterization of mechanisms involved in AT. Some complex patterns may involve AAD which is longer than the tachycardia cycle length (TCL) which makes maps difficult to interpret. Prevalence and characteristics of such ATs are unknown. A cohort of 100 consecutive patients undergoing ablation of 125 right (n = 21) or left (n = 104) ATs using ultra-high-density mapping were retrospectively included. Offline calculation of right or left AAD was compared to TCL. Mean TCL was 293 ± 65 ms, and mean AAD was 291 ± 74 ms (p = NS). AT mechanisms were macro-re-entry in 74 cases (59%), localized re-entry in 27 cases (22%), and focal AT in 21 cases (17%) (types were mixed in 3 cases). Fifteen ATs (12%) had AADs that were longer than the TCL (71 ± 45 ms longer, from 10 to 150 ms). TCL was equal to the AAD in 97 ATs (78%), whereas 13 ATs (10%) had AAD shorter than the TCL (focal AT in each case). There were no differences between right and left atria for prevalence of ATs with AADs that were longer than the TCLs. There were significant differences in AT mechanisms according to the AAD-to-TCL ratio (p < 0.0001), with localized re-entry showing more often that AAD was longer than the TCL compared to that in focal AT and macro-re-entry. ATs with AAD lasting longer than the TCL were present in approximately 10% of the ATs referred for ablation, mostly in ATs caused by localized re-entry. Ultra-high-density mapping allows detection of these complex patterns of activation.